People re-identification using single or multiple camera acquisitions constitutes a major challenge in visual surveillance analysis. The main application of this research field consists to reacquire a person of interest in different non-overlapping locations over different camera views. This paper present an original solution to this problem based on a graph description of each person. In particular, a recently proposed graph kernel is used to apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the graph domain. The method has been experimentally tested on two video sequences from the PETS2009 database.
Introduction
Over a couple of decades, visual surveillance gained more and more interest due to its important role in security. Fundamental research issues in this context are object detection, tracking, shadow removal, an so on. However, recently, researchers draws much attention to high-level event detection, such as behaviour analysis, abandoned object detection, etc. An important task within this research field is to establish a suitable correspondence between observations of people who might appear and reappear at different times and across different cameras. This kind of problematic is commonly known as "people re-identification".
Several applications using single camera setup may benefit from information induced by people re-identification. One of the main appllications is loitering detection. Loitering refers to prolonged presence of people in an area. This behaviour is interesting in order to detect, for example, beggars in street corners, or drug dealers at bus stations, and so on. Beside this, information on these re-occurrences is very important in multi-camera setups, such as the ones used for wide area surveillance. Such surveillance systems create a novel problem of discontinuous tracking of individuals across large sites, which aims to reacquire a person of interest in different non-overlapping locations over different camera views.
Re-identification problem has been studied for last five years approximately. A first group [9, 17, 2, 3] deals with this problem by defining a unique signature which condenses a set of frames of a same individual; re-identification is then performed using a similarity measure between signatures and a threshold to assign old or new labels to successive scene entrances. In [9] a panoramic map is used to encode the appearance of a person extracted from all cameras viewing it. Such a method is hence restricted to multicamera systems. The signature of a person in [17] is made by a combination of SIFT descriptors and color features. The main drawback of this approach is that people to be added into the database are manually provided by a human operator. In [2] two human signatures, which use haar-like features and dominant color descriptor (DCD) respectively, are proposed while in [3] the signature is based on three features, one capturing global chromatic information and two analyzing the presence of recurrent local patterns.
A second group ( [25, 4] ) deals with re-identification of people by means of a representation of a person in a single frame. Each representation corresponds to a point in a feature space. Then a classification is performed by clustering these points using a SVM ( [25] ) or a correlation module ( [4] ). Both [25, 4] use the so-called "color-position" histogram: the silhouette of a person is first vertically divided into equal parts and then some color features (RGB mean, or HSV mean, etc.) are computed to characterize each part.
This paper can be ascribed to the second group but with some significant novelty: first, we have a structural (graph-based) representation of a person; second, our classification scheme is based on graph kernels. A graph kernel is a function in graph space that shares the properties of the dot-product operator in vector space, and so can be used to apply many vector-based algorithms to graphs.
Many graph kernels proposed in the literature have been built on the notion of bag of patterns. Graphlets kernels [21] are based on the number of common sub-graphs of two graphs. Vert [14] and Borgwardt [22] proposed to compare the set of sub-trees of two graphs. Furthermore, many graph kernels are based on simpler patterns such as walks [13] , trails [8] or paths.
A different approach is to define a kernel on the basis of a graph edit distance, that is the set of operations with a minimal cost transforming one graph into another. Kernels based on this approach do not rely on the (often simplistic) assumption that a bag of patterns preserves most of the information of its associated graph. The main difficulty in the design of such graph kernels is that the edit distance does not usually corresponds to a metric. Trivial kernels based on edit distances are thus usually non definite positive. Neuhaus and Bunke [15] proposed several kernels based on edit distances. These kernels are either based on a combination of graph edit distances (trivial kernel, zeros graph kernel), use the convolution framework introduced by Haussler [11] (convolution kernel, local matching kernel), or incorporate within the kernel construction schemes several features deduced from the computation of the edit distance (maximum similarity edit path kernel, random walk edit kernel). Note that a noticeable exception to this classification is the diffusion kernel introduced by the same authors [15] which defines the gram matrix associated to the kernel as the exponential of a similarity matrix deduced from the edit distance.
We propose in this paper to apply a recent graph kernel [5, 10] based on edit distance, together with statistical machine learning methods, to people reidentification. The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: we first describe in Section 2 our graph encoding of objects within a video. Moving objects are acquired from different view points and are consequently encoded by a set of graphs. Given such a representation we describe in Section 3 an algorithm which allows to determine if a given input graph corresponds to a new object. If this is not the case, the graph is associated to one of the objects already seen. The different hypotheses used to design our algorithm are finally validated through several experiments in Section 4.
Graph-based Object Representation
The first step of our method aims to separate pixels depicting people on the scene (foreground) from the background. We thus perform a detection of moving areas, by background subtraction, combined with a shadow elimination algorithm [6] . This first step provides a set of masks which is further processed using mathematical morphology operations (closing and opening) ( Fig. 1a ). Detected foreground regions are then segmented using Statistical Region Merging (SRM) algorithm [16] (Fig. 1c ). Finally, the segmentation of the mask within each rectangle is encoded by a Region adjacency Graph (RAG). Two nodes of this graph are connected by an edge if the corresponding regions are adjacent. Labels of a node are: the RGB average color, the area, and the size normalized with respect to the overall image ( Fig. 1d ).
Comparisons between objects by means of Graph Kernels
Objects acquired by multiple cameras, or across a large time interval, may be subject to large variations. Common kernels [13] based on walks, trails or paths are quite sensitive to such variations. On the other hand, graph edit distances correspond to the minimal overall cost of a sequence of operations transforming two graphs. Within our framework, such distances are parametrized by two sets of functions ( → ), ( → ) and ( → ′ ), ( → ) encoding respectively the substitution, and deletion costs for nodes and edges. Using such distances, small graph distortions may be encoded by small edit costs, hence allowing to capture graph similarities over sets having important within-class distance. Unfortunately, the computational complexity of the exact edit distance is exponential in the number of involved nodes, which drastically limits its applicability to databases composed of small graphs. This paper is based on a sub optimal estimation of the edit distance proposed by Riesen and Bunke [18, 19] . In this estimation, first a cost for matching two nodes is defined, taking into account also the edges incident to the nodes. This cost can be computed in a polynomial time (with respect to the number of incident edges) using the Hungarian Algorithm [19] . The cost for matching a pair of nodes depends on ( → ), ( → ′ ) and ( → ). Then, the edit distance is estimated by finding a mapping between the nodes of the two graphs that minimizes the total cost of the mapped pairs, attributing the deletion cost ( → ) to unmapped nodes. This problem can be solved in polynomial time with the Hungarian algorithm. It can be demonstrated that the estimate computed in this way lies below the true value of the edit distance, since it computes the edge-related costs in an optimistic way, assuming that the edge mapping can be performed using only local information, ignoring global constraints. Now we will discuss the four cost functions used for defining the edit distance. Within our framework, each node encodes a region and is associated to the mean color ( , , ) and to the normalized size of the region (Section 2). We experimentally observed that small regions have larger chances to be deleted between two segmentations. Hence, the normalized size of a region can be used as a measure of its relevance within the whole graph.
The cost of a node substitution is defined as the distance between the mean colors of the corresponding regions. We additionally weigh this cost by the maxi-mum normalized size of both nodes. Such a weight avoids to penalize the matching of small regions, which should have a small contribution to the global similarity of both graphs. Also, a term is added to account for the size difference between the regions:
where ( , ) is the distance in the color space, and is a weight parameter selected by cross validation. The distance ( , ) is not computed as the Euclidean distance between RGB vectors, but uses the following definition that is based on the human perception of colors:
where is the channel depth of the image, = + 2 and , and encode respectively the differences of coordinates along the red, green and blue axis.
The cost of a node deletion should be proportional to its relevance encoded by the normalized size, and is thus defined as:
Using the same basic idea, the cost of an edge removal should be proportional to the minimal normalized size of its two incident nodes.
where encodes the specific weight of the edge removal operation while corresponds to a global edge's weight. Within a region adjacency graph, edges only encode the existence of some common boundary between two regions. Moreover, these boundaries may be drastically modified between two segmentations. Therefore, we choose to base the cost of an edge substitution solely on the substitution's cost of its two incident nodes.
(
Note that all edge costs are proportional to the weight . This last parameter allows thus to balance the importance of node and edge costs.
From graph edit distance to graph kernels
Let us consider a set of input graphs { 1 , . . . , } defining our graph test database. Our person re-identification is based on a distance of an input graph from the space spanned by { 1 , . . . , }. Such a measure of novelty detection requires to embed the graphs into a metric space. Given our edit distance (Section 3), one may build a × similarity matrix , = (− ( , )/ ) where is a tuning variable. Unfortunately, the edit distance does not fulfill all the requirements of a metric; consequently, the matrix may be not semidefinite and hence does not define a kernel.
As mentioned in Section 1, several kernels based on the edit distance have been recently proposed. However, these kernels are rather designed to obtain a definite positive matrix of similarity than to explicitly solve the problem of kernel-based classification or regression methods. We thus use a recent kernel construction scheme [5, 10] based on an original remark by Steinke [23] . This scheme [5, 10] exploits the fact that the inverse of any regularised Laplacian matrix deduced from defines a definite positive matrix and hence a kernel on { 1 , . . . , }. Thus, our kernel construction scheme first builds a regularised Laplacian operator˜= + , where is a regularisation coefficient and denotes the normalized Laplacian defined by:
and is a diagonal matrix defined by , = ∑ =1 , . Our kernel is then defined as: =˜− 1 . Using a classification or regression scheme, such a kernel leads to map graphs having a small edit distance [5, 10] (and thus a strong similarity) to close values.
Novelty detection and person re-identification
Within our framework, each reappeared person is represented by a set of graphs encoding the different acquisitions of this person. Before assigning a new input graph to an already created class, we must determine if this graph corresponds to a person already encountered. This is a problem of novelty detection, with the specific constraint that each class of graphs encoding an already encountered person has a large within-class variation. Several methods, such as one class SVM [20] or support vector domain description [24] have been used for novelty detection. However, these methods are mainly designed to compare an incoming data with an homogeneous data set. The method of Desobry [7] has the same drawback and is additionally mainly designed to compare two sets rather than one set with an incoming datum.
The method introduced by Hoffman [12] is based on kernel Principal Component Analysis (PCA). An input datum is considered as non belonging to a class if its squared distance from the space spanned by the first principal components of the class is above a given threshold. Note that this method is particularly efficient using high dimensional spaces such as the one usually associated to kernels. This method has the additional advantage of not assuming a strong homogeneity of the class.
Given an input graph and a set of classes, our algorithm first computes the set { 1 ( ), . . . , ( )} where ( ) is the squared distance of the input graph from the space spanned by the first principal component of class . Our novelty decision criterion is then based on a comparison of ( ) = min =1, ( ) against a threshold.
If ( ) is greater than the specified threshold, is considered as a new person entering the scene. Otherwise, describes an already encountered person, which is assigned to the class that minimizes the value of ( ). 
Experimental Results
We implemented the proposed method in C++ and tested its performance on two video sequences taken from the PETS2009 [1] database (Fig. 2 As shown on Fig. 3 we obtained around 85% of novelty detection accuracy, and 70% of total accuracy for both View001 and View005 sequences. These results were obtained with the Graph Laplacian Kernel using = 4.7 and = 10.0. These results appear very promising. For a certain interval of threshold values the classification accuracy rate keeps to the value of 100% Furthermore the True Positive Rate curve has an high slope in correspondence of an high value of the threshold: this means that the method is quite robust. Finally, ROC curves ( Fig. 4) show that the algorithm have a good true positives rate, with a quite low false positives rate. 
Conclusions
This paper presents a novel method for people re-identification based on a graphbased representation and a graph kernel. It combines our graph kernel with a novelty detection method based on Principal Component Analysis in order to detect if an incoming graph corresponds to a new person and, if not, to correctly assign the identity of a previously seen person. Our future works will also extend the present method to people re-identification within groups. In such cases, a whole group is encoded by a single graph. Thus, the used kernel should be able to match subgraphs within larger graphs. We plan to study the ability of graphlet kernels to perform this task.
